Complementation and Evidential Strategy in Kumam

Hieda, Osamu

Kumam, a Western Nilotic language, has two types of complement clauses. Complement clauses are divided into N-comps and V-comps. N-comps modify the preceding NP as an adjunct, while V-comps constitute an argument in sentences. It is not N-comps but V-comps that are involved in evidentiality. V-comps are morpho-syntactically classified into five subclasses: “paratactic” indicative, hypotactic indicative, “paratactic” subjunctive, hypotactic subjunctive, and infinitive. Main verbs determine which type of complements should be selected. Complement clauses in “paratactic” constructions are not preceded by a complementizer, while those in hypotactic constructions are always preceded by a complementizer. The “paratactic” construction has syntactically and semantically different characteristics from the hypotactic one. When perception verbs are used in “paratactic” constructions, they express Direct Perception. When cognition verbs are used in “paratactic” constructions, they express that the knowledge about an event described by the complement clause is inherent in the speaker’s mind. When manipulation verbs are used in “paratactic” constructions, they express that the manipulation is accomplished without fail. These semantic characteristics come from evidentiality, which is related to complementation. In other words, there is a relationship between complementation types and evidentiality. This article is the first attempt to explain this relationship from a logical point of view. In “paratactic” constructions, both the main and complement clauses must have positive truth values in order for the whole sentence to have a positive truth value. This is the reason why “parataactic” constructions have those syntactic and semantic characteristics. This logical consideration explains the relationship between complementation and evidentiality.
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1. Introduction

This paper is a first attempt to demonstrate the relationship between complementation and evidential strategy in Kumam, which belongs to the southern Lwo group of Western Nilotic. The author has previously pointed out that a relationship between complementation and evidentiality is observed in Acooli. Cross-linguistically, some prior researches have pointed out the relationship between complementation and evidentiality in a few languages. However, these studies did not clarify why complementation has something to do with evidentiality. In this paper, the author will discuss why complementation has a function for expressing characteristics of information sources, namely, evidentiality.

Languages have a variety of phonological, syntactic, or lexical devices for expressing characteristics of information sources. For example, Japanese has various lexical items for expressing these characteristics. In addition to the lexical items, Japanese has some morpho-syntactic devices for expressing characteristics of information sources.

(1) Taro-ga niwatori-o nusun-da-soo-da.
    Taro-NOM chicken-ACC steal-PAST-HEARSAY-PAR
    ‘Taro stole a chicken, they say.’

2) Kumam is spoken in the central part of Uganda. The number of speakers is given as 112,629 in Ethnologue (Gordon 2005). Western Nilotic is a branch of the Nilotic languages, which form a large group among the members of the Nilo-Saharan phylum (Greenberg 1966). Kumam is not a well-studied language. We have only one dictionary and one grammar that are published by the author (Hieda 2011, Hieda 2013).

3) See Hieda (2010). Acooli is a genetically and structurally close-related language to Kumam.


5) Please see Aikhenvald (2004) for the definition of evidentiality.
(2) watashi-wa inu-ga naku-no-o kii-ta.
   1SG-TOP dog-NOM bark-NOMINALIZER-ACC hear-PAST
   ‘I heard a dog barking.’

(3) watashi-wa inu-ga nai-ta-to kii-ta.
   1SG-TOP dog-NOM bark-PAST-COMP hear-PAST
   ‘I heard that a dog barked.’

The modal particle –soo ‘they say’ in (1) expresses that the speaker has received hearsay information from somebody. The modal particle is one of the lexical items that express characteristics of information sources. In (2), the main verb kii-ta ‘heard’ is preceded by the noun phrase inu-ga naku-no ‘a dog’s barking’ consisting of the verb phrase inu-ga naku ‘a dog barks’ and the nominalizer –no. When perception verbs are preceded by a noun phrase as an object, they express direct perception. In (3), the main verb kii-ta ‘heard’ is preceded by the complement clause inu-ga nai-ta-to ‘that a dog barked’ consisting of the verb phrase inu-ga naku ‘a dog barks’ and the complementizer –to. When perception verbs are preceded by a complement clause as an object, they express indirect perception. Japanese makes use of syntactically different clause types for distinguishing between characteristics of information sources.

This article aims to explain why complementation functions to distinguish between characteristics of information sources. Before discussing the reason in its entirety, the author will draw a short sketch of complementation in Kumam.

2. Complementation in Kumam

Kumam has two types of complements: N-complement (N-comp) and V-complement (V-comp). N-comps do not constitute an argument in sentences but modify the preceding NP as an adjunct, while V-comps function as an object that the main verb requires. We will discuss only V-comps in this article because N-comps are not involved in distinguishing between characteristics of information sources.

V-complement clauses are sometimes preceded by the complementizer bé ‘COMP’ and sometimes not. In (4), the V-complement clause bé ólkélo ŋ=neko ŋgwáŋ ‘that Okelo killed Ogwang’ constitutes an object as one of the arguments that the transitive verb ŋeeno ‘to know’ requires.

(4) a=ŋé!ó !bé ólkélo ŋ=neko ŋgwáŋ.
   1SG=PERF:know COMP Okelo 3S/P=PERF:kill Ogwang
   ‘I knew that Okelo killed Ogwang.’

---

6) We have a long tradition of research on modality in the Japanese language.
7) The verb naku- ‘to bark’ is morphologically alternated to nai- before the past particle ta- ‘PAST.’
2.1. Types of V-comps

Kumam has two main types of V-complement constructions. One is a construction in which the complement clauses are preceded by a complementizer as shown in (4), and the other is a construction in which the complement clauses are not preceded by a complementizer. Noonan (1992) refers to the former as hypotactic and the latter as “paratactic” in the grammar of Lango.8

However, the term “paratactic” is not appropriate for naming the construction in which the complement clauses are not preceded by a complementizer. Although complement clauses in “paratactic” constructions are not accompanied by a complementizer, they are embedded within the main clause. As shown in (5), the complement clause okélo kwál Gwen ‘(that) Okelo steals the chickens’ is embedded in the main clause a=né!nɔ ‘I saw,’ though the complement clause is not accompanied by a complementizer. Though they are syntactically dependent on the main clauses, complement clauses without a complementizer are logically separated from the main clause, as discussed later. For the time being, we will call the complement construction without a complementizer as “paratactic” because we have no other term than the one offered by Noonan (1992). We will call the complement construction with a complementizer as hypotactic, adopting Noonan’s terminology.

Because they are V-comps, “paratactic” complement clauses constitute one of the arguments that the main verb requires in sentences. In (5), the “paratactic” complement clause okélo kwál Gwen ‘(that) Okelo steals the chickens’ constitutes an object as one of the arguments that the transitive verb neenɔ ‘to see’ requires.9

(5) a=né!nɔ [ okélo kwál Gwen ]o.
1SG=PERF:see Okelo 3SG:IMPERF:steal chickens 'I saw Okelo stealing the chickens.'

In addition to the two main types discussed above, V-comps are subdivided into three types according to whether the complement clauses are inflected in indicative or subjunctive mood, or consist of an infinitive form of verbs. Overall, V-comps are classified into five morpho-syntactic types: hypotactic indicative, “paratactic” indicative, hypotactic subjunctive, “paratactic” subjunctive, and infinitive complement type.10 The infinitive complement clauses are never preceded by a complementizer.

9) “Paratactic” complement clauses function as an object that the main verb requires. However, a subject within a “paratactic” complement clause is not regarded as an object that the main verb requires. For example,
(1) a=né!nɔ [!gĩ i=!kwál Gwen].
1SG=PERF:see 3PL 3PL=IMPERF:steal chickens 'I saw them stealing the chickens.'
The subject clitic i= ‘3PL’ is added to a verb only when the third-person plural independent pronoun gĩ ‘3PL’ as the subject is followed by the verb. Therefore, the independent pronoun has a grammatical relation as a subject for the verb in the “paratactic” complement clause.
10) The classification of complement clauses in Kumam is discussed in detail by Hieda (2010).
Hypotactic indicative

Hypotactic indicative complement clauses are always preceded by the complementizer bé ‘COMP’ and consist of a predicate inflected in indicative mood. In (6), the complement clause bé ólkélo ñ=kwalo sén!té ‘that Okelo stole the money’ consists of the verb kwalo ‘to steal’ inflected in indicative mood.

(6) a=ŋé!ó   bé ólkélo ñ=kwalo sén!té.  
1SG=PERF:know COMP Okelo 3S/P=PERF:steal money  
‘I knew that Okelo stole the money.’

“Paratactic” indicative

“Paratactic” indicative complement clauses are not preceded by a complementizer but consist of a predicate inflected in indicative mood. In (7), the complement clause okélo kwáló gwen ‘(that) Okelo steals the chickens’ consists of the verb kwalo ‘to steal’ inflected in indicative mood.

(7) a=n!n5   okélo kwáló gwen.  
1SG=PERF:see Okelo 3SG:IMPERF:steal chickens  
‘I saw Okelo stealing the chickens.’

Hypotactic subjunctive

Hypotactic subjunctive complement clauses are preceded by the complementizer bé ‘COMP’ and consist of a predicate inflected in subjunctive mood. In (8), the complement clause bé ñ=cióó kwal gwén ‘that the man should steal the chickens’ consists of the verb kwalo ‘to steal’ inflected in subjunctive mood.

(8) a=mitó   bé ñ=cióó kwal gwén.  
1SG=IMPERF:want COMP man 3SG:steal:SUB chickens  
‘I wish that the man should steal the chickens.’

“Paratactic” subjunctive

“Paratactic” subjunctive complement clauses are not preceded by a complementizer but consist of a predicate inflected in subjunctive mood. In (9), the complement clause ñ=cióó kwal gwén ‘(that) the man should steal the chickens’ is an object and one of the arguments that the main verb mitó ‘to want’ requires. The verb kwalo ‘to steal’ in the complement clause is inflected in subjunctive mood.

(9) a=mitó   ñ=cióó kwal gwén.  
1SG=IMPERF:want man 3SG:steal:SUB chickens  
‘I want the man to steal the chickens.’
Infinitive complement clauses consist of an infinitive form of verbs. An infinitive complement clause constitutes an object and one of the arguments that the main verb requires. In (10), the complement clause *kwalo gwen* ‘to steal the chickens’ consists of the infinitive form of the verb *kwalo* ‘to steal’. The complement clause constitutes an object that the main verb *waaqc* ‘to tell’ requires.

(10) *a=wá!c !né-ó!kélo kwalo gwen.*

1SG=PERF:tell to-Okelo steal:INF chickens

‘I told Okelo to steal the chickens.’

2.2. “Paratactic” construction

“Paratactic” constructions consist of a main and complement clause that are linked without any connecting morpheme. First, we must attest that the “paratactic” construction constitutes one sentence phonologically and syntactically.

Sentences with “paratactic” constructions have an intonation pattern that represents one sentence. As vowel and tonal sandhi rules, whose application is interrupted by a sentence boundary are applied between the main and complement clauses in “paratactic” constructions, no sentence boundary can be found between them. Any NP can be topocalized from a complement clause in a “paratactic” construction. Since topicalization is applied to any NP in a subordinate clause, the complement clause in a “paratactic” construction is regarded as constituting a subordinate clause embedded within the matrix clause.11) For example, the sentence in (11) contains the “paratactic” complement clause *dák-!ná tédó !cám* ‘(that) my wife cooks the food.’ The object NP *cám* ‘food’ in the complement clause is topocalized and occupies the sentence-initial position for a topic in (12). Of course, all NPs in a hypotactic complement clause may be topocalized. Thus, “paratactic” complement clauses are evidently embedded in the matrix clause in the same manner as hypotactic complement clauses are.

(11) *a=né!ná !dák-!ná tédó !cám.*

1SG=PERF:see woman-1SG 3SG:IMPERF:cook food

‘I saw my wife cooking the food.’

11) Topicalization can also be applied to any NPs in a hypotactic complement clause.

(1) *a=wil!ná !bé dák-!ná !=tedó cám.*

1SG=PERF:hear COMP woman-1SG 3SG:IMPERF:cook food

‘I heard that my wife cooked the food.’

(2) *cám, a=wil!ná !bé dák-!ná !=tedó.*

food 1SG=PERF:see COMP woman-1SG 3SG:IMPERF:cook

‘The food, I heard that my wife cooked.’

The object NP *cám* ‘food’ in the hypotactic complement clause is topocalized and occupies the sentence-initial position as a topic in (2).
(12)cám, a=né!nó !dákó-ná tédó.
food 1SG=PERF:see woman-1SG 3SG:IMPERF:cook
‘The food, I saw my wife cooking.’

2.3. Distribution of complement types

Main verbs determine which type of complements should be selected. Perception verbs such as neénɔ ‘to see,’ bǔlɔ ‘to taste,’ and wʊ̌nɔ ‘to feel’ are followed only by a “paratactic” indicative complement. Perception verbs such as wʊ̌nɔ ‘to hear’ and wʊɔdɔ ‘to find’ are followed by a “paratactic” or hypotactic indicative complement. Cognition verbs such as neenɔ ‘to know’ and taamɔ ‘to think’ are basically followed by a hypotactic indicative or subjunctive complement. Only the cognition verb neenɔ ‘to know’ may also be followed by a “paratactic” indicative complement in some contexts. Though they show relatively complicated distribution of complement types, manipulation verbs are mainly followed by a “paratactic” or hypotactic subjunctive complement, or an infinitive complement. Manipulation verbs such as dımɔ ‘to force,’ kwanɔ ‘to ask for,’ and waacɔ ‘to tell’ may be followed by an infinitive complement. Some manipulation verbs like dımɔ ‘to force’ and suwpɔ ‘to persuade’ may also be followed by a “paratactic” indicative complement. Kumam clearly distinguishes causation from manipulation. Causation verbs such as munɔ ‘to give’ are followed by a “paratactic” indicative or infinitive complement. Phasal verbs such as geenɔ ‘to begin’ and tyeko ‘to finish’ are followed only by an infinitive complement. The classification into perception, cognition, manipulation, causation, and phasal verbs is not theoretically founded but useful for illustrating the distribution of complement types. We can summarize the basic distribution of complement types with the reservation that we ignore slight discrepancies.12)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Perception</th>
<th>Cognition</th>
<th>Manipulation</th>
<th>Causation</th>
<th>Phasal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PI</td>
<td>+</td>
<td><strong>−</strong>&lt;sup&gt;13)&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td><strong>−</strong>&lt;sup&gt;14)&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>−</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HI</td>
<td><strong>−</strong>&lt;sup&gt;13)&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>−</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PS</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>−</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HS</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>−</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>−</td>
<td><strong>+</strong>&lt;sup&gt;16)&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(PI: “paratactic” indicative, HI: hypotactic indicative, PS: “paratactic” subjunctive, HS: hypotactic subjunctive, I: infinitive)

13) The cognition verb ‘to know’ may be followed by a “paratactic” complement in some contexts.
14) Some manipulation verbs like ‘to force’ and ‘to persuade’ may be followed by a “paratactic” complement.
15) Perception verbs like ‘to see,’ ‘to taste,’ and ‘to feel’ cannot be followed by a hypotactic complement.
16) The manipulation verb ‘to want’ may not be followed by an infinitive complement.
2.4. Complement types and their semantic characteristics

2.4.1. Perception verbs

When perception verbs are followed by a “paratactic” indicative complement, they express Direct Perception. They express that the speaker perceives an event described by the complement clause directly with his or her own sensory organs. When perception verbs are followed by a hypotactic indicative complement, they express Indirect Perception. They express that the speaker receives information about an event described by the complement clause, from another person.

Sentences (13) to (16) contain perception verbs followed by “paratactic” complements. These verbs express Direct Perception. For example, the sentence in (13) is interpreted to mean that the speaker heard the dog barking with the speaker’s own ears.

“Paratactic” indicative

(13) a=wi!ŋɔ b=ogwɔ́k gweó.
   1SG=PERF:hear dog 3SG:IMPERF:bark
   ‘I heard the dog barking.’

(14) a=bi=lɔ crúŋi wiŋiwiŋi.
   1SG=PERF:taste tea sweet
   ‘I tasted the tea and it tasted sweet.’

(15) a=wi!ŋɔ  나오 píŋ lyɛ́t tin.
   1SG=PERF:feel PAST earth hot today
   ‘I felt it was hot today.’

(16) a=ne!nɔ ićũ kwáIɔ gwen.
   1SG=PERF:see man 3SG:IMPERF:steal chickens
   ‘I saw the man stealing the chickens.’

The sentences in (17) and (18) contain perception verbs followed by a hypotactic complement. These verbs express Indirect Perception. For example, the sentence in (17) is interpreted to mean that the speaker heard from somebody that the dog barked.

Hypotactic indicative

(17) a=wi!ŋɔ !bɛ̂ ó!gwɔ́k œ=gweo.
   1SG=PERF:hear COMP dog 3S/P=PERF:bark
   ‘I heard (from somebody) that the dog barked.’

(18) a=òldɔ !bɛ̂ é!kɛ́ko œ=gore
   1SG=PERF:find COMP door 3S/P=PERF:open:NEUT
   ‘I noticed that the door was opened.’

Some perception verbs like ‘to see,’ ‘to taste,’ and ‘to feel’ can be followed only by a “paratactic” indicative complement. They express only Direct Perception according to the physical properties of sensory organs. Others may be followed by a “paratactic” or hypo-
tactic indicative complement. When they are followed by a “paratactic” indicative complement, they express Direct Perception. When they are followed by a hypotactic indicative complement, they express Indirect Perception.

For example, perception verbs such as *wunə ‘to hear’ may be used in a “paratactic” or hypotactic construction. Since the perception verb *wunə ‘to hear’ in a “paratactic” construction expresses Direct Perception, it cannot be accompanied by a prepositional phrase such as *-but NP ‘from NP’ that denotes the source of information. Therefore, the sentence in (19) is not grammatical. When the verb *wunə ‘to hear’ is used in a hypotactic construction, it expresses Indirect Perception. The sentence in (20) is grammatical, even though it contains a prepositional phrase such as *-but NP ‘from NP’ that denotes the source of information.

(19) *a=wi!ŋó 1-but-okélo ogwók gwéó.  
1SG=PERF:hear from-Okelo dog 3SG:IMPERF:bark  
‘I heard from Okelo the dog barking.’

(20) a=wi!ŋó 1-but-okélo bé ó!gwók 3=home.  
1SG=PERF:hear from-Okelo COMP dog 3S/P=PERF:bark  
‘I heard from Okelo that the dog barked.’

The second sentence in (21) is not acceptable semantically, even though each sentence is well-formed syntactically. Since the first sentence contains a “paratactic” construction, it is interpreted to mean that the speaker heard the dog barking with his or her own ears. Therefore, the speaker cannot deny in the second sentence the fact that he heard the dog barking.

(21) a=wi!ŋó ogwók gwéó 3oró.  
1SG=PERF:hear dog 3SG:IMPERF:bark yesterday  
#do áŋ 3liká 3=wi!ŋ-é. a=bú!tó 1-ber. but 1SG NEG 1SG=PERF:hear-3SG 1SG=PERF:sleep in-good  
‘I heard the dog barking yesterday. #But I did not hear it. I slept well.’  
(#: semantically unacceptable)

The second sentence in (22) is acceptable semantically. Since the first sentence contains a hypotactic construction, it is interpreted to mean that the speaker received hearsay information about the dog barking. He can deny in the second sentence the fact that he heard the dog barking.

(22) a=wi!ŋó !bé ó!gwók 3=home 3oró.  
1SG=PERF:hear COMP dog 3S/P=PERF:bark yesterday  
do áŋ 3liká 3=wi!ŋ-é. a=bú!tó 1-ber. but 1SG NEG 1SG=PERF:hear-3SG 1SG=PERF:sleep in-good  
‘I heard that the dog barked yesterday. But I did not hear it. I slept well.’
In summary, when perception verbs are followed by a complement clause, Kumam speakers make use of complementation types for distinguishing between characteristics of information sources. By using a “paratactic” construction, speakers confirm that they perceive the event described by the complement clause with their own sensory organs.

2.4.2. Cognition verbs

Cognition verbs are mainly followed by a hypotactic indicative or subjunctive complement clause. However, the particular verb *ŋeeno ‘to know’* may also be followed by a “paratactic” indicative complement. When a speaker uses the verb in a “paratactic” construction, it expresses that an idea or knowledge about the event described by the complement clause is inherent in his mind. When it is followed by a hypotactic indicative complement, the verb expresses that the speaker receives an idea or knowledge about the event described by the complement clause from somebody else. The sentence in (23) contains a “paratactic” construction. It can be interpreted to mean that the speaker witnesses the event described by the complement clause. Otherwise, it can be interpreted to mean that an idea or knowledge about the event is stored in the speaker’s mind, namely that the speaker believes that Okelo steals chickens habitually. The sentence in (24) contains a hypotactic construction and is interpreted to mean that the speaker received the idea or knowledge described by the complement clause from somebody else.

“Paratactic” indicative

(23) a=ŋéó ̲̅ okélo ̲̅ kwal ̲̅ gwen.
1SG=IMPERF:know Okelo 3S/P=PERF: steal chickens
‘I know that Okelo stole the chickens (by witnessing).’

Hypotactic indicative

(24) a=ŋéó ̲̅ !bé ̲̅ ̲̅ ̲̅ ̲̅ ó!kélo ̲̅ kwal ̲̅ gwen.
1SG=IMPERF:know COMP Okelo 3S/P=PERF: steal chickens
‘I have received the knowledge that Okelo stole the chickens (from somebody).’

The cognition verb *ŋeeno ‘to know’* in a “paratactic” construction is usually conjugated with first person singular in imperfect aspect as discussed in Section 2.5. It is frequently grammaticalized into an adverbial that has a lexical meaning ‘surely, certainly’ as shown in (25). As a result, the complement clause ̲̅ ̲̅ ̲̅ ̲̅ ̲̅ kwál ̲̅ gwen ‘the man steals the chickens’ becomes a main clause.

(25) a=ŋéó ̲̅ ̲̅ ̲̅ ̲̅ ̲̅ kwál ̲̅ gwen.
1SG=IMPERF:know man 3SG:IMPERF: steal chickens
‘Certainly, the man steals the chickens.’

When the verb *ŋeeno ‘to know’* is used in a hypotactic construction, it is interpreted as an inceptive verb. Therefore, it may be inflected in imperfect or perfect aspect. It expresses
that a speaker obtains an idea or knowledge about an event from somebody else at a specified time. An event can be captured in time if it has a starting point. When the verb is used in a “paratactic” construction, it is interpreted as a stative verb. It expresses that an idea or knowledge about an event is stored in the speaker’s mind. An event is not captured in time if it does not have a starting point. Therefore, the verb in a “paratactic” construction cannot be inflected in perfect aspect.

In (26), because the first clause contains a hypotactic construction, the verb *ŋeeno ‘to know’* expresses inceptive meaning. The clause is interpreted to mean that the speaker received hearsay information that Okelo stole the money. There is a possibility that the information might be false. Thus, the speaker can deny the information in the following clause.

(26) a=ŋé!ó   !bé   ó!kéló ṣ=kwaló   sén!té,   do ḫáká ḫ=!kwáláš.
1SG=PERF:know COMP Okelo 3S/P=PERF:steal money but NEG 3SG=PERF:steal
‘I got the news that Okelo stole the money, but he did not steal it.’

In summary, most cognition verbs cannot be followed by a “paratactic” indicative complement clause. They do not include evidential overtones in Kumam. Only the verb *ŋeeno ‘to know’* has evidential overtones in some contexts where it is used in a “paratactic” construction.

**Hypotactic subjunctive**

(27) a=tá!mš   !bé   ó!kéló kwal gwén.
1SG=PERF:think COMP Okelo 3SG:steal:SUB chickens
‘I thought that Okelo should steal the chickens.’

Cognition verbs may be followed by a hypotactic subjunctive complement clause. When cognition verbs are followed by a subjunctive complement clause, they express the speaker’s opinion or judgment that an event described by the complement clause should be done or not, as shown in (27). Speakers do not need to distinguish between characteristics of information sources because the cognition verbs express their opinion or judgment. Evidentiality is not specified when cognition verbs are followed by a subjunctive complement clause.

2.4.3. **Manipulation verbs**

Manipulation verbs are mainly followed by a “paratactic” or hypotactic subjunctive, or an infinitive complement. When manipulation verbs like *mutš ‘to want’* are used in a “paratactic construction, they express “strong” manipulation.18) The sentence in (28) with a “paratactic” construction presupposes that the speaker’s manipulation will be fulfilled without fail. When the manipulation verb *mutš ‘to want’* is used in a hypotactic construc-

---

17) Stative verbs cannot be inflected in perfect aspect in Kumam.
18) The “desirative” verb *mutš ‘to want’* belongs to the category of manipulation verbs in Kumam. However, it may not be followed by an infinitive complement.
tion, it expresses “weak” manipulation. The sentence in (29) with a hypotactic construction is interpreted to mean that the speaker’s manipulation might or might not be fulfilled. This sentence is acceptable semantically, regardless of whether the child might study.

“Paratactic” subjunctive

(28) ṭowọ a=mité atin som-i.
   PAST 1SG=IMPERF:want child 3SG:read-SUB
   ‘I wanted the child to study. (He studied without fail.)’

Hypotactic subjunctive

(29) ṭowọ a=mité !bé áltin som-i.
    PAST 1SG=IMPERF:want COMP child 3SG:read-SUB
    ‘I wanted the child to study. (He might or might not study.)’

These two types of complementation seemingly reflect the “strength” of manipulation. Actually, however, they distinguish between characteristics of information sources, namely, evidentiality. When manipulation verbs are used in “paratactic” constructions, they presuppose that the speaker knows that his manipulation will achieve the desired result. He guarantees it with his information. When manipulation verbs are used in hypotactic constructions, they do not presuppose that the speaker’s manipulation will achieve the desired result. The speaker does not know if his manipulation will achieve the desired result; hence he cannot guarantee it with his information. As a result, manipulation in a “paratactic” construction sounds strong, while manipulation in a hypotactic construction sounds weak. Complementation distinguishes between characteristics of information sources, not the “strength” of manipulation.

The sentence in (30) sounds strange semantically as a whole, though each clause is syntactically well-formed.19) The first clause contains a “paratactic” subjunctive complement clause. When manipulation verbs are used in “paratactic” construction, they express that the speaker knows that his manipulation will achieve the desired result. Since the speaker knows that his manipulation will achieve the desired result, it is a meaningless repetition for him to confirm this in the second clause.

(30) ṭowọ a=mítọ atin som-i é=!kó soomo.
    PAST 1SG=IMPERF:want child 3SG:read-SUB 3SG=PERF:and do read:INF
    ‘I wanted the child to study (he studied without fail.) and he studied.’

When manipulation verbs are followed by an infinitive complement, the event described by the complement clause will not necessarily be accomplished. The sentence in (31) is acceptable even if the event described by the complement clause is not accomplished.

19) Kumam has a particular coordinate construction where coordinants are linked by the verb =kó ‘and to do.’
In summary, when manipulation verbs are followed by a complement clause, Kumam speakers make use of complementation types for distinguishing between characteristics of information sources, not the “strength” of manipulation.

### 2.4.4. Causation verbs

Causation verbs such as *mimɔ* ‘to give, make’ are followed by a “paratactic” indicative complement in addition to an infinitive complement. When the causation verb *mimɔ* ‘to give, make’ is followed by a “paratactic” indicative complement, it expresses that an event described by the complement clause is necessarily realized. In (32), the causation is realized at the time specified in the main clause. When causation verbs are followed by an infinitive complement, they express that the event described by the complement clause is not necessarily realized. The sentence in (33) is interpreted to mean that the speaker’s father tried to make the speaker become a teacher but that he might or might not have become a teacher.

**“Paratactic” indicative**

(32) papá ʒ=mimɔ a=bédó apwɔŋ.

my father 3S/P=PERF:give 1SG=IMPERF:become teacher

‘My father made me become a teacher. (I became a teacher.)’

**Infinitive**

(33) papá ʒ=mim á béedo apwɔŋ.

my father 3S/P=PERF:give-1SG become:INF teacher

‘My father made me become a teacher. (I might or might not have become a teacher.)’

The sentence in (34) is acceptable semantically, while the sentence in (35) is not acceptable. The second clause in (34) contains a “paratactic” construction. Causation verbs in “paratactic” constructions express that the event described by the complement clause is realized. The sentence in (34) is interpreted to mean that the subject missed the examination and as a result he felt sad. In (35), the causation verb is followed by an infinitive complement clause in the second clause. When causation verbs are followed by an infinitive complement, they express that the causation is not necessarily realized. The sentence in (35) is interpreted to mean that the subject missed the examination but that he might or might not feel sad. It sounds strange for Kumam speakers that a person does not mind missing an examination.

(34) e=ké!li aŋɛŋu, ε=mi!-ɛ ɛ=!wipɔ ɪ-rac.20)

3SG=PERF:miss examination 3SG=PERF:give-3SG 3SG=IMPERF:feel in-bad

‘He missed the examination; thus, it made him feel sad.’
In summary, Kumam distinguishes causation from manipulation. When causation verbs are used in complementation, they express whether an event will be realized or not, regardless of a speaker’s wish. When they know that an event will be realized, speakers use a “paratactic” construction. When they do not know if an event will be realized, speakers use an infinitive complement.

2.4.5. Phasal verbs

Phasal verbs are followed only by an infinitive complement clause. Phasal verbs might have nothing to do with evidentiality.

(36) a=tyé!kó soomo 1tabú.
1SG=PERF:finish read:INF book
‘I finished reading the book.’

2.5. “Paratactic” complements and first-person effect

Agreement between “paratactic” constructions and person is observed. Main verbs in “paratactic” constructions are basically limited to first-person forms, including first-person plural.21) For example, when perception verbs are used in “paratactic” constructions, they express Direct Perception. If main verbs are conjugated with first-person, then the subject in the main clauses is equal to the speaker of utterance. Consequently, the speaker is making claims that he or she perceives an event described by the complement clause with his or her own sensory organs. The sentence in (37) is grammatical because the speaker guarantees that he or she saw the event described by the complement clause with his or her own eyes. The sentence in (38) is not grammatical. Since the speaker did not see the event with his or her own eyes, the speaker cannot guarantee that the event actually occurred.

(37) a=né!nó okélo kwáló gwen.
1SG=PERF:see Okelo 3SG:IMPERF:steal chickens
‘I saw Okelo stealing the chickens.’

(38) *a=né!nó okélo kwáló gwen.
3S/P=PERF:see Okelo 3SG:IMPERF:steal chickens
‘He saw Okelo stealing the chickens.’

20) The verb m=nu=n ‘to give’ is a ditransitive verb. In (36), the ditransitive verb takes three arguments: the third person singular subject e= ‘3SG,’ the third person singular object -é ‘3SG,’ and the complement clause e=wiŋ≠w 1-rac ‘(that) he feels sad.’ In (37), the ditransitive verb takes three arguments; the third person singular subject, the third person singular object, and the infinitive complement clause wiŋ≠w 1-rac ‘to feel sad.’

In order to quote clauses with “paratactic” constructions from someone else’s speech, these clauses may be embedded in a quoting clause such as “someone said” on condition that they have the same subject as the quoting clause. When perception verbs are used in “paratactic” constructions, the subject in the quoting clause guarantees that he or she perceived an event described by the complement clause with his or her sensory organs. For example, the sentence in (39) is grammatical, because the subject of the perception verb neeno ‘to see’ is coreferential with the subject in the upper matrix clause icu co=waco ‘the man said.’ The subject of the upper matrix clause guarantees that he or she saw the event described by the “paratactic” complement with his or her eyes. Upper matrix clauses are sometimes omitted in daily speech, as shown in (39).

(39) (icu co=waco bé) é=!nél!nā okélo kwálō gwen.  
(man 3S/P=PERF:say COMP) 3SG=PERF:see Okelo 3SG:IMPERF:steal chickens  
‘(The man said that) he saw Okelo stealing the chickens.’

Cognition, manipulation, and causation verbs in “paratactic” constructions are also basically conjugated only with first person for the same reason. The sentence in (40) is grammatical because the cognition verb neeno ‘to know’ in the “paratactic” construction is conjugated with first person, while the sentence in (41) is ungrammatical because the cognition verb neeno ‘to know’ in the “paratactic” construction is conjugated with third person.

(40) a=ŋéó okélo =kwalō gwen.  
1SG=IMPERF:know Okelo 3S/P=PERF:steal chickens  
‘I know Okelo stole the chickens.’

(41) *icu nēo okélo =kwalō gwen.  
man 3S/P=IMPERF:know Okelo 3S/P=PERF:steal chickens  
‘The man knows Okelo stole the chickens.’

2.6. Complementation and negation

The negative particle likā ‘NEG’ may be moved from a complement clause with which it is associated and raised to a position within a matrix clause. When the negative particle likā ‘NEG’ is moved to a matrix clause from a complement clause, the scope of negation extends to the whole sentence. For example, the sentence in (43) has two interpretations that the matrix clause is negated or that the complement clause is negated. In the latter case, the sentence in (43) is semantically equivalent to the sentence in (42).

(42) a=támś !bé ó!kélo likā =tedo cám.  
1SG=IMPERF:think COMP Okelo NEG 3S/P=PERF:cook food  
‘I think that Okelo did not cook food.’
(43) liká á=ltám ó!bé ó!kélo =tedo cám.
   NEG 1SG=IMPERF:think COMP Okelo 3S/P=PERF:cook food
   ‘I do not think that Okelo cooked food.’

Negative raising is found only in hypotactic constructions where a matrix clause consists of a limited set of verbs such as taam ‘to think.’ In “paratactic” constructions, the negative particle liká ‘NEG’ is always followed by a main verb but the scope of negation is limited to the matrix clause. The sentence in (44) has only one interpretation that the subject in the matrix clause did not see the event described by the complement. The event described by the complement clause is not negated. The truth value of a “paratactic” complement clause is determined separately from a main clause, as we will discuss in Section 3. “Paratactic” constructions presuppose that the complement clause has a positive truth value. Therefore, the scope of negation is limited to the main clause in a “paratactic” construction.

(44) liká á=lné!nó okélo kwáló gwen.
   NEG 1SG=PERF:see Okelo 3SG:IMPERF:steal chickens
   ‘I did not see Okelo stealing the chickens.’

2.7. Complementation and its pragmatic structure

Kumam has a particular lexical device for expressing contrastive focus. Intensive reflexive pronouns are used to bring the preceding NPs into focus in sentences. In (45), the intensive reflexive pronoun ikom ‘himself, herself’ brings the preceding NP abúm ‘forest’ into focus in contrast with possible competitors. Intensive reflexive pronouns are not coreferential with the preceding NP but to the subject in sentences.

(45) i=neko enú nédák i-abúm ikom-é.
   man, 3S/P=PERF:kill lion for-woman in-forest himself;
   ‘The man killed the lion for the woman in the forest.’

A hypotactic complement clause is independent from a main clause with regard to controlling an intensive reflexive pronoun. An intensive reflexive pronoun in a hypotactic complement clause is coreferential with the subject of the complement clause not to the subject of the main clause. For example, the intensive reflexive pronoun ikom ‘himself, herself’ is conjugated with third person singular agreeing with the subject of the hypotactic complement clause okélo ‘Okelo’ as shown in (46).

(46) a=tá!m ó!bé ó!kélo =wiló nédáltin riño ikom-é.
   1SG=PERF:think COMP Okelo, 3S/P=PERF:buy for-child meat himself;
   ‘I thought that Okelo bought meat for the child.’
A “paratactic” complement clause is not independent from a main clause with regard to controlling an intensive reflexive pronoun that serves as the contrastive focus marker. If an intensive reflexive pronoun in a “paratactic” complement is controlled by the subject of the complement clause, the sentence is not grammatical as shown in (47). In a “paratactic” construction, an intensive reflexive pronoun should be coreferential with the subject of the main clause not to the subject of the complement clause. The sentence in (48) is grammatical, because the intensive reflexive pronoun ikom-á ‘myself’ is coreferential with the subject of the main clause, not to the subject of the complement clause okélo ‘Okelo’.

(47) *a=n!nó okélo kwáló gwen ikom-é.
   1SG=PERF:see Okelo 3SG:IMPERF:steal chickens himself
   ‘I saw Okelo stealing the chickens.’

(48) a=n!nó okélo kwáló gwen ikom-á.
   1SG=PERF:see Okelo 3SG:IMPERF:steal chickens myself
   ‘I saw Okelo stealing the chickens.’

The domain of focus is limited to main clauses in hypotactic construction, while it extends to whole sentences in “paratactic” constructions. This problem is left to research in the future.

3. Truth value and complement types

Why do “paratactic” constructions have the syntactic and semantic characteristics discussed in the preceding section? We will discuss this problem with regard to truth value.

Sentences with “paratactic” constructions are semantically acceptable if both the main and complement clauses have positive truth values. For example, the sentence in (49) is semantically acceptable when the subject of the main clause heard the sound of the dog barking and the dog barked. The sentence in (50) is not acceptable semantically as a whole. Since the first clause with the “paratactic” construction presupposes that the complement clause has a positive truth value, it cannot be followed by the second clause that denies the event described by the complement clause.

(49) a=w!nó ogwók !gwegó poró.
   1SG:PERF:hear dog 3SG:IMPERF:bark yesterday
   ‘I heard the dog barking yesterday.’

(50) *a=w!nó ogwók !gwegó poró, do liká 5=gweo.
   1SG:PERF:hear dog 3SG:IMPERF:bark yesterday but NEG 3S/P=PERF:bark
   ‘#I heard the dog barking yesterday, but it did not bark.’

The sentence in (49) (=the first clause in (50)) contains a perception verb followed by a “paratactic” complement clause. As discussed in Section 2.4.1, perception verbs in “paratac-
tic” constructions express Direct Perception. If the dog barked and the speaker heard the sound with his or her ears, then this gives rise to an appropriate interpretation of the sentence because both the main and complement clauses have positive truth values. Truth values in “paratactic” constructions are determined in the main and complement clause independently.

On the other hand, truth values in hypotactic constructions are determined in the entire sentence. If the main clause has a positive truth value, the whole sentence has a positive truth value, whether the complement clause has a positive value or not. For example, the sentence in (51) fulfills the truth value only if the main clause has a positive truth value. That is, the sentence in (51) is semantically acceptable if the speaker heard the news about the dog, whether it barked or not. The sentence in (52) is acceptable semantically as a whole, though the second clause denies the event described by the preceding complement clause.

If a speaker hears news about a dog, whether it barks or not, for instance, this provides a semantically appropriate interpretation for the whole sentence in a hypotactic construction. Thus, perception verbs in hypotactic constructions express Indirect Perception.

(51) a=wi!ŋá ǃbé ó!gwók ሪ=gweo ɲoró.
    1SG=PERF:hear COMP dog 3SG:IMPERF:bark yesterday
    ‘I heard that the dog barked yesterday.’

(52) a=wi!ŋá ǃbé ó!gwók ɾ=gweo ɲoró, ḷ dirika Ṽ=gweo.
    1SG:PERF:hear COMP dog 3SG:IMPERF:bark yesterday but NEG 3S/P=PERF:bark
    ‘I heard the dog barking yesterday, but it did not bark.’

As discussed in Section 2.4.3., when a manipulation verb is used in a “paratactic” construction, the manipulation is always fulfilled. Both the main and complement clauses must have positive truth values in order for the whole sentence with a “paratactic” construction to be semantically acceptable. The sentence in (53) contains a manipulation verb followed by a “paratactic” complement clause. This provides an appropriate interpretation on the assumption that the speaker wants the child to study and that his manipulation will achieve the desired result. On the other hand, the truth value in a hypotactic construction is determined in the entire sentence. If the main clause has a positive truth value, the whole sentence is semantically acceptable. The sentence in (54) is semantically acceptable if the speaker wants the child to study even though his manipulation will not achieve the desired result.

(53) a=mitó atin som-i.
    1SG=IMPERF:want child 3SG:read-SUB
    ‘I want the child to study. (He will study without fail.)’

(54) a=mitó ǃbé álthin som-i.
    1SG=IMPERF:want COMP child 3SG:read-SUB
    ‘I want the child to study.’
The sentence in (55) is not acceptable semantically as a whole. The first clause contains a manipulation verb followed by a “paratactic” complement clause. The “paratactic” construction presupposes that both the main and the complement clause have positive truth values. The first clause is interpreted as semantically acceptable on the assumption that the speaker wanted the child to study and that his manipulation achieved the desired result. Therefore, the first clause cannot be followed by a second one that denies the event described by the complement clause. On the other hand, the first clause in (56) contains a manipulation verb followed by a hypotactic complement clause. A hypotactic construction provides an appropriate interpretation only if the main clause has a positive truth value. The first clause is interpreted as semantically acceptable only if the speaker wants the child to read the book. Therefore, the first clause can be followed by a second one that denies the event described by the complement clause.

(55) #a=mító atín som itábú do liká 5=somo.
PAST 1SG=IMPERF:want child 3SG:read:SUB book, but NEG 3S/P=PERF:read
‘I wanted the child to read the book, but he did not read it.’

(56) a=mító !bé áltín som itábú, do liká 5=somo.
PAST 1SG=IMPERF:want COMP child 3SG:read:SUB book, but NEG 3S/P=PERF:read
‘I wanted the child to read the book, but he did not read it.’

4. Concluding remarks

Typologists suggest that there is an iconic relationship between syntax and semantics such that the closer linguistic elements are linked semantically, the closer they are connected syntactically. 22) According to their definition, elements in “paratactic” constructions are connected syntactically closer than those in hypotactic constructions because there is no connecting device between elements in “paratactic” constructions. If an evidential reading calls for a semantically close meaning, then the relationship between complementation and evidentiality provides another type of evidence for this typological observation, because elements in “paratactic” constructions that are linked without any connecting device call for an evidential reading. However, this typological observation provides no fundamental explanation as to why “paratactic” constructions have the syntactic and semantic characteristics discussed in Section 2.

This article is the first attempt to explain the relationship between complementation and evidentiality. Both the main and complement clauses in “paratactic” constructions must have positive truth values in order for the whole sentence to have a satisfactory truth value. On the other hand, only the main clause in hypotactic constructions must have a positive truth value in order for the whole sentence to have a satisfactory truth value. This logical consideration explains nicely the relationship between complementation and evidentiality.

Abbreviations
ACC: Accusative
COMP: Complementizer
IMPERF: Imperfect
INF: Infinitive
NEG: Negative particle
NEUT: Neuter
NOM: Nominative
PAR: Particle
PAST: Past particle
PERF: Perfect
REL: Relative Marker
SUB: Subjunctive
TOP: Topic Marker
1SG: First-person singular
3SG: Third-person singular
3S/P: Third-person singular or plural
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